
ACACIA ‘LIMELIGHT’ 
Keeping it Tight

Sometimes, too much growth can be a problem.
With more than one million plants sold over the last 20 years, Acacia cognata ‘Limelight’ is a feature in many 
gardens across Australia. A healthy plant produces masses of leaves and, whether grown as a shrub or as a standard, 
sometimes things can get a bit crowded in the middle of the canopy making it difficult for sunlight to get in and 
resulting in some browning off of leaves. This can harbor pest and diseases that can then impact on the other-wise 
healthy plant. But fear not, there is a solution.

The Solution.
Be brave, we’re going to go pretty hard here. Acacia cognata and its cultivated relatives like ‘Limelight’ respond well 
to heavy canopy pruning, where you can cut well into the bare wood inside the green leaves. A well-established root-
system affords the plant some reserves that it can draw on when you cut it back.

In the autumn or winter for frost-free areas and in spring (after the risk of heavy frosts has passed) for frosty gardens, 
clean your secateurs and pruning saw with methylated spirits and get busy cutting back the foliage all the way 
around the plant. Younger plants will have many branches up to pencil thick, older plants can have branches up to 
25mm thick – you can cut into any of this wood. Cut evenly around the plant creating a tight ‘ball’ of branches that 
will re-sprout.
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Some examples of browning leaves in the canopy

Cut back to a tight ‘ball’ New growth on old wood First flush of new green leaves
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After cutting back the plant it is important that the growing conditions you provide are conducive to a speedy 
recovery. Through hot and dry weather keep the water up so the roots don’t go dry, this is especially important if you 
are growing your plant in a pot. It is always best to check the soil moisture by looking under the mulch and checking 
the soil itself and only watering when needed. If you’ve had plenty of natural rainfall, don’t water too much – it’s the 
Goldilocks rule, not too much nor too little, but just right.

Along with water, it is a good idea to feed up the plant. Use a slow release ‘native’ mix initially, then later when the 
leaves are emerging well, you can liquid feed as a tonic.

In a matter of a few months (depending on when you cut relative to winter as the leaves will grow back fastest from 
late winter to spring) you’ll have a flush of clean green leaves on your plant, nice and neat and looking great.

For more information visit www.pma.com.au

Fully recovered and looking good by mid-summer


